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Abstract: A Message is an information exchanged for personal or business purposes. These messages are generally targeted by
spammers, resulting in forfeits in financial or monetary. Spam messages have grown significantly in different fields. Various machine
learning based techniques have been used in the past for the detection of spam. A very few review works are available on spam
detection techniques in the field of SMS, Email, Twitter and Online reviews. However, these studies have limitations of study
of limited techniques from machine learning fields only. Also, an in-depth evaluation of performance for each of the suggested
techniques are missing. In this paper, a detailed review of spam message detection techniques in five domains - SMS, Email, Twitter,
Instagram and Online Reviews is done. Based on the reviews of state-of-the-art in the five domains, a generalized model for spam
message detection is perceived and presented. Additionally, this paper provides a thorough review of the past researching the domain
and detailed analysis is presented. The paper concluded with the future trends which can be used for message spam detection in near future.
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1. Introduction
Online social media users have increased enormously

since the past few years. There are currently 4.66 billion
active users over the Internet across the globe [1]. With this
increasing number of active users, the malicious activities
and spam are also increasing. Spam refers to the kind of
call/message/information/comment etc. created to result in
loss of the recipient [2]. Some losses such as monetary
loss, data loss, compromising identity, time and infection
of devices can occur due to spam messages. Spammers
spam the users in various fields including Health Sector,
finance marketing, promotional products, online media,
social media, spam calls, education spam etc. [3]. With
the passage of time, various platforms emerged which
became victims of spam. Many online media platforms
were affected by spammers. As they all have one thing
in common i.e., “Message”. They all contain a message
either in the form of Electronic Mail (Email), tweets, posts,
reviews, or comments. Therefore, spam detection is an
important area of study.
The message exchange is done frequently in the five major
domains- Short Service Message (SMS), Email, Twitter,
Instagram and Online reviews [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. SMS is the
most fundamental and reliable source of messaging without
using the Internet. For the past decade, various users and
organizations have used SMS as a medium for providing
high priority messages including bank transactions, one
time passwords, etc. [9] [10]. Spammers spam the users

by various techniques using the SMS resulting in financial,
identity and monetary loss [11]. Around 5 billion users use
SMS for exchange of information [12]. Major spammers use
this platform to perform spam either by sending malicious
URL’s or by sending false information. E-Mail has become
a common and most reliable platform for the exchange of
information over the internet [13]. According to the report
[14], there are 4147 million E-Mail users around the globe
[14]. Currently, there are 1.8 billion users in the most widely
used Email platform - Gmail [15] and over 3 million E-Mail
exchanges per second [5]. E-mail is the major spamming
platform and various ways are used to do so. Total of 122
billion spam Emails exchanged daily [16]. Across the globe
around 400 million users are using Twitter platform [17].
There are currently 200 million active users on Twitter. It
holds 8% of the Social Media market across the globe [17].
Over 500 million tweets are shared on the platform daily
[18]. Twitter is among the most used social media platforms
for the purpose of exchanging information by various offi-
cials, celebrities, and users. Spammers use phishing links,
fake tweets with false information to distract users’ attention
[6]. India holds the maximum number of Instagram users
around the globe. There are around 1074 million active
users of Instagram all over the world out of which around
180 million users of Instagram are in India [19]. Instagram
is the most widely used platform by users for business and
personal means. Users add posts, comments and pictures
of the moment of their life. Also, it is used to promote
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the business too. Due to its high popularity, this platform
also became the home of various malicious activities [17].
Reviews play an important role if you are either buying
something or booking a restaurant or hotel, etc. over the
Internet. Online Reviews are very effective for e-commerce
and business as the majority of users read reviews. Fake
Reviews can result in decreasing sales and values too.
Spammers use various techniques and flood the reviews
section with fake/bad reviews resulting in a decrease in
sales. According to the report, 93% of customers analyze
reviews before buying products over e-commerce websites
[8]. Around 600 million reviews including hotels reviews,
airlines reviews, cabs reviews and many more is generated
monthly [20]
Hence, these five major fields carry their own importance
and spammers target them frequently. Supervised learning
and unsupervised learning are two major models used for
spam message detection. Supervised learning-based classifi-
cation algorithms find their application in SMS [2] [9] [21],
Email [3] [10] [13] and Instagram [7] [19] [22]. However,
unsupervised learning-based clustering algorithms are ex-
tremely used for spam tweets detection. Hybrid approaches
are also considered for spam message detection where clas-
sification/ clustering-based algorithms are combined with
other approaches. Hybrid models are used for E-mail [5]
[23] and Online review [7] [24] spam detection. In [25]
and [26], for Email spam detection a detailed comparison
is made using various word embedding techniques along
both machine and deep learning algorithms using Apache
Spam Assassin. A detailed analysis is done using various
evaluation parameters and it’s concluded that Deep learning-
based algorithms using appropriate word embedding tech-
niques perform better than traditional machine learning
based algorithms for spam Email detection [26].
There are survey works in the domain of SMS spam
detection [27], Email spam detection [28], Twitter spam
detection [29] and spam detection in online reviews [30]
are available separately. In [31], a comprehensive review
of spam detection is presented. Variety of domains where
spam is found is included. The review work included spam
detection work done using hybrid approaches only and
analysis is done based upon accuracy. A comprehensive
review for SMS spam detection based on deep learning
methods is presented in [27]. The review work highlights
the application of convolutional neural network and re-
current neural network for SMS spam detection. But, the
coverage of review work is very limited. In another review
work [28], spam classification in the domain of Email
is presented. Review of total 12 papers on Email spam
classification is done. The presented review is limited to
the domain of Email and performance comparison among
various techniques are missing. In [3], a review on spam
tweets detection using machine learning techniques is pre-
sented. The work includes review on four parameters –
method used for spam message detection, feature selection
/ extraction, data-set used and result evaluation on the
accuracy. A common model was presented which displays
the steps involved in twitter spam detection. A survey for

Figure 1. Spam Message Category

spam detection in the domain of online review’s is presented
in [30]. Spam online reviews are categorized in Type-I,
II III reviews. However, the presented review is limited
to data-sets used, techniques used and evaluation metrics.
features and computational complexities are not considered.

The existing review works focus majorly on algorithms
belonging to one domain e.g. any one from Email, SMS,
Twitter etc. Review work for spam detection techniques
in all the domains (SMS, Email, twitter, online reviews
and Instagram) is missing. Also, it will be interesting to
review various spam detection techniques with reference to
feature selection and feature extraction. Also, to the best of
our knowledge, review work in the domain of Instagram
spam detection is not available. Thus, looking into the
uses of messages for information exchange in these five
domains and limitations of the present review works on
spam message detection, a review work is carried out.
Figure 1 shows five domains considered for the review
of existing state-of-the-art for spam message detection. In
this study, an in-depth analysis on spam message detection
is presented. Based on the observation on the process
used for spam detection in each of the five domains, a
model is presented to understand the generalized steps for
spam message detection. Also, the review is carried out on
efficiency of the proposed approaches, learning model used,
major features used by each approach, etc. by comparing
and contrasting their works on various parameters. The
further road map of the paper is as follows: In Section 2,
an observed spam detection model is presented with the
literature review on existing works in the domain of spam
message detection. In Section 3 analysis on the existing
works and a summary of various subcategories along with
the results of study are presented with discussion In Section
4 conclusions drawn from the study are discussed with the
future works

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The past works on spam message detection used a

well known data-set for performing experimentation [2] [3]
[7] [10]. Each of the work also uses text pre-processing,
feature extraction/selection, classification/clustering / other
methods, for identification of Spam and Ham data, and
Performance evaluation followed by comparison. In this
section, similar observations are drawn in all five domains
(SMS, Email, Twitter, Instagram and Online Reviews).
Based on this observation; a model is presented to elaborate
the generalized set of steps followed for spam message
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Figure 2. Observed Model

detection as shown in Figure 2. Further, literature review
is presented for spam message detection. Table II presents
a literature review based on model, methods and domain
used for spam message detection.

It can be observed from Figure 2 that the observed
model for spam message detection is divided into 6 steps-
Step A- Data-sets used for spam message detection in
SMS,Email,Twitter,Instagram and Online Reviews. Step B-
After the data-set selection, text pre -processing is re-
quired to remove the unwanted data from the data-sets.
Step C- Feature selection/extraction is the major part after
the pre-processing of the data-set. Various techniques are
available for feature selection/extraction as it affects the
overall performance of the model. Step D- Machine and
Deep learning models can be supervised or unsupervised.
Different algorithms lie under them are used to detect spam
and ham messages.Some other approaches are also used for
spam message detection. Step E- After the implementation
of spam message detection model, calculation and perfor-
mance is done involving various evaluation parameters like-
accuracy, precision, F-score and recall. Step F- Comparison
is made between different research works based on evalua-
tion parameters. Section 2 is now updated to include these
details

A. Useful datasets of SMS, Email,Twitter,Instagram and
Online Reviews
Numerous data-sets are available from various sources to

perform experimentation related to spam message detection.
There are open-source data sets available from various
websites and platforms. Table I represents the review of
various datasets used for spam message detection in detail.
Few major platforms/websites where datasets for spam
message detection can be found are as follows:

1) Kaggle
It is a well-known platform where data-sets are easily

available. Thousands of data-sets are available for ready-to-
use. From Kaggle, various data-sets available such as SMS
spam dataset [2], Email spam dataset [13], Twitter Spam
dataset [32], Hotel Reviews dataset for online reviews [24],
etc.

2) UCI
It is a repository for plenty of data-sets related to SMS

[9] [10], Email [5], Twitter [33] and Online Reviews [8]
Using these datasets, machine learning related experiments
for spam message detection are carried out mostly by
students and research scholars [9], [10].

3) Manual
With the passage of time, data-sets become older, thus,

various authors prefer to collect data-set own their own. The
data-set available and the manually collected latest data-
set have a vast difference [34]. In the study carried out by
[6] and [35], data-set for Twitter spam detection and for
Instagram [7] [19] [22] [34] spam message detection, data-
set collected manually. Similar observations are found for
manual data-set collection for spam detection on Online
reviews [8] [36].

B. Text Pre-processing
Removal of unwanted noise from the data is certainly

necessary. After removal of noise, the filtered data improves
the efficiency of model [36]. In order to remove unwanted
noise from the data-set, pre-processing techniques are used
in the past [13] [21] [24] [37]. Mainly three pre-processing
techniques were reported (1) Natural Language Processing
[9] [35] [38] , (2) Text Mining [6] [21], (3) Third Party
Applications [4] [5].

1) Natural Language Processing
The machine is not itself capable enough to understand

the text like humans do. Here the need for pre-processing
of data arose. This results in the removal of unwanted
or useless data. In the past, Natural Language Processing
(NLP) was used as a pre-processing technique to convert
the text into the real vectors [9] [35] [38]. Segmentation,
Tokenization and Stops Words Removal steps are generally
considered for spam message detection [3] [8] [9] [10] [13]
[21] [39]. Also Stemming and Lemmatization generally
used in Twitter and Instagram spam detection [19] [32].
While all the major steps of NLP are used in SMS, Email
and Twitter spam detection [35] [38] [40].

2) Text Mining
To identify the hidden patterns and information, the

transformation of the unstructured data into the structured
data is needed. Text Mining aims to fetch the high quality
of data from the text provided and it separates the unwanted
data and identifies the useful words from the data-set which
are used later for classification of spam or ham [41]. It is
used for SMS [21] and Email spam detection [41].
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TABLE I. REVIEW OF DATASETS USED FOR SPAM MESSAGE DETECTION

DATA SET

REF. NO DOMAIN Name Quantity Total Ham
Total

Spam
[2] Da Kaggle 5574 4827 747
[9] Da UCI 5572 - -
[10] Da UCI 5574 4827 747
[11] Da Kaggle 5574 4827 747

[20] Da

Kaggle,

SMS

Spam V.1

5574

11968
4827 747

[50] Da UCI 5574 4827 747

[3] Db
Spam

Assassin
4950 2551 2399

[5] Db
Google/

Yahoo
2200 - -

[13] Db
Kaggle

Enron

5574

30207

4827

16545

747

13662
[22] Db Ling Spam 1000 500 500
[45] Db Enron 5500 1500 4000
[49] Db Manual 800 400 400
[6] Dc Manual 2483 2334 149
[28] Dc Kaggle 11968 - -
[31] Dc Manual 70000 62000 8000
[34] Dc Manual 467480 - -
[39] Dc Manual 10000 - -
[7] Dd Manual 24602 22743 1859
[19] Dd Manual 1400 700 700
[21] Dd Manual 2600 1875 625
[30] Dd Manual 21099 10609 10490
[8] De Manual 45531 1650 350
[23] De Kaggle 1600 800 800

[32] De
OTT

YELP

1600

2000
800 800

[33] De Manual 1600 800 800

[52] De Cornell
University 800 400 400

3) Tools and Applications
There are various tools and applications used for pre-

processing of data. Rapid Miner [6] and Minhash [34] are
among them. They found their uses in Twitter and Instagram
spam detection respectively.

C. Feature Selection/Extraction
After pre-processing of data is completed, sometimes

many features are associated with the data to describe them
like length, count, hyperlinks, special characters, common-
uncommon words etc. From among these, only useful

features are to be used for caring out further processing
of the data. Therefore, the useful features are required
to be extracted from the data set. Feature selection and
extraction is performed on the pre-processed data-set. From
the available set of features, few important features are
selected. For SMS spam detection, unique/ common words
and length/frequency feature is generally considered [9]
[10]. In case of Email spam detection, length/frequency,
hyperlinks, sender’s address, unique words are the com-
monly used features [3] [13] [23] [42]. For spam tweet
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detection, features mentioned for SMS and Email cate-
gory along with number of tags/likes, retweets, number
of followers/following observed are used [6] [35] [37]
[43]. Hyperlinks, no of tags, no of followers/following,
unique words, no of likes/comments and length/frequency
are features taken into consideration for spam messages
detection over Instagram [7] [34]. Features for detection
of spam Online Reviews includes length/frequency and
unique-common words [8] [24] [39]. Feature Extraction is
done for converting the data-set in to real time matrix which
is thus the input for the algorithm for classification of spam
and ham values [11] [24] [43]. Bag of words [3] [7], N-
grams [39] [36], Word2Vec [7] [39], TFIDF [2] [9] [10]
along with Hashing [3] [24], GloVE [21] [32] [43], Word
cloud [11], Genism Package [13], Confusion matrix [8] [19]
are used in the past as feature extraction techniques used
for spam message detection.

D. Model used for Spam Detection
The models used for spam detection lie under three cate-

gories (1) Supervised Learning, (2) Unsupervised Learning
Based and (3) Other Approaches.

1) Supervised Learning
Supervised learning can be defined as the algorithm

which learns from a pre-labelled data set and predicts the
classification of unlabeled data [44]. This type of learning
uses the training data set to predict the output of new
input. [9] [10]. For message spam detection, a classification
model is prepared with an algorithm to classify spam
or ham. Performance evaluation is done to analyze the
accuracy, F-Score and other values and then compared with
the other models [45]. Few important approaches based
upon supervised learning used for spam message detection
discussed below:

a) Naı̈ve Bayes(NB): This method is based on the
“Bayes Rule” which determines the occurrence probability
of an event based upon the previous knowledge. In a
feature vector space, the NB method can easily classify
high dimensional data points [2]. The probability distribu-
tion is calculated for tokens with selected features using
the NB method to classify messages (SMS/Email/Tweet/
Comments/Review) as ham or spam [13] [28]. The classifier
chooses the class having the highest value of posterior
probability. If Spam Messages (SM) and Ham Messages
(HM) and Message (M) are three parameters then following
NB method [13] [23]. Equation (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)
demonstrate its concept for spam message detection:

1) Prior probability of Ham message Its is defined as the
ratio of total ham messages to the to number of messages
and can be formulated as show in (1):

= ”Total no. o f HM”/”Total M” (1)

2) Prior probability of Spam message Its is defined as the
ratio of total spam messages to the to number of messages

and can be defined as show in (2):

= ”Total no. o f spams”/”Total M” (2)

3) Likelihood of N- Message given is Ham Its is defined
as total number of ham messages in the vicinity of n-
message to the total number of ham messages and can be
formulated as show in (3):

=
′No. o f HM in the vicinity o f n − Message′

Total no. o f HM
(3)

4) Likelihood of N-Message given is Spam Its is defined
as total number of spam messages in the vicinity of n-
message to the total number of spam messages and can
be defined as show in (4):

=
No. o f S M in the vicinity o f n − Message

Total no. o f S M
(4)

5) Posterior probability of n-Message being Ham It can
be defined as the multiplication of prior probability of ham
messages to the likelihood of n-message is ham and can be
formulated as displayed in (5):

= Equation(1) ∗ Equation(3) (5)

6) Posterior probability of n-Message being Spam It can be
defined as the multiplication of prior probability of spam
messages to the likelihood of n-message is spam and can
be formulated as displayed in (6):

Recall = (T P)/(T P+FN) = Equation(2)∗Equation(4) (6)

Finally, we classify n-Message as ham or spam based on
whose class membership has a largest posterior probability.

b) Support Vector Machine (SVM): It is another learning
model widely used for spam message classification. Firstly,
SVM is trained with ‘n’ data points which are already
labeled as spam or ham. Then visualization of the data
points in n-dimensional space is done for spam and ham
classes. After that SVM breaks the space into regions and
locates the new data-point using regional classification. A
hyperplane separating different classes (ham or spam) is
obtained [28] [35].

c) Random Forest (RF): RF consists of many individual
trees. Each tree here votes for classification result of the
data-set given and the result with most votes is considered.
For spam message detection first of all, categories and
samples are taken from the training data-set matrix. For
building forest, node values are calculated using classifier
and threshold function. After getting the node value, the left
and the right node is determined using the split function.
This process of calculating node value and splitting go
on until a single sample remains and the category of the
remaining sample is determined from known categories
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(such as spam or ham). One tree is completed once all nodes
are gone through splitting process. All trees are generated
similarly. When all the trees are generated, the forest is built
successfully. F-value function is used for classification of
spam or ham messages (SMS/ Email /Tweet/ Comments /
Review) [9] [10].

d) Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN): RNN finds sev-
eral features/characteristics from the given spam data-set.
Patterns are extracted from the features/characteristics and
prediction is made for either spam or ham. Basically, it has
2 main layers- input layer and output layer. Several hidden
layers exists between the two to carrying information from
the previous layer. Biases and weights are assigned to each
layer and output is generated.

2) Unsupervised Learning
Unlike the supervised learning approach this model does

not require a training data-set. Different patterns, features
are identified from the data-set itself [10]. Message spam
detection using unsupervised learning involves clustering
for detecting spam messages. Some approaches based upon
Unsupervised Learning are discussed below:

a) Encoder-Decoder Model (EDM): The EDM method is
based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) to predict the
result of sequence-to-sequence problems. EDM is mainly
used to summarize the large vector data spam message
detection into smaller vectorized data. Here, the encoder is
fed with the large vectorized data as input and summarized
vectorized data is obtained as output from the decoder. After
that similarity score is calculated on vectorized result and
a message is categorized as spam if similarity score is less
than 75 % and ham if similarity score is greater than 75 %
[43]

b) K-Means Clustering: This is the most common
unsupervised learning approach used for spam message
detection. Here, each cluster has the centroid and repeated
calculations are done to optimize positions. In spam mes-
sage detection it is used to group similar/duplicate messages
(SMS/Emails/Tweets /Posts/Reviews) into the same cluster
and marked as ham or spam. Then classification is done
using a supervised learning model to finally categorize the
data to spam or ham [34].

3) Other Approaches
There are various other approaches used for spam detec-

tion. These approaches are not commonly or widely used
but effective. These are used to classify the ham and spam
messages but also to optimize the existing models. Some
approaches are:

a) Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO): PSO is the
optimization technique based on swarm intelligence. Just
Like the bird searching for food randomly can optimize her
search if she works with the flock, PSO consists of particles
searching for the best optimal solution in space [46]. PSO
is used in hybrid approaches for spam message detection as

a technique for feature selection [47] while as a classifier
in [23] and [48].

b) Generative Adversarial Network (GAN): GAN con-
sists of 2 main parts: Generator and Discriminator. The
Generator create fake messages(SMS/Email /Tweets/ Com-
ments/ Review) using the noise from the dataset and those
fake messages are provided to the discriminator with the
real data-set [49]. Task of the discriminator is to predict real
and fake values correctly. Discriminator keep improving its
ability to separate values until it predicts maximum fake
messages from generator correctly [45].

E. Calculation and performance evaluation
There can be various parameters for calculation and

performance evaluation for the method used for spam
message detection. True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN),
False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) are basic
parameters used for calculation [3] [21] [22] [50]. TP [13] is
defined as number of spam messages (SMS/Emails /Tweets
/Comments /Reviews) identified correctly as spam while TN
refers to the number of ham messages correctly detected as
ham. FP can be defined as the number of ham messages
classified as spam while FN refers to the number of spam
messages classified as ham [2] [11].

Four major parameters used for calculation are as fol-
lows:

1) Recall
It is defined as the actual spam messages detection

probability [2]. Recall can be formulated as shown in (7):

Recall = (T P)/(T P + FN) (7)

2) Precision
It is defined as the probability for true value of spam

messages detection [10]. Precision can be formulated as
defined in (8):

Precision = (T P)/(T P + FP) (8)

3) Accuracy
The ratio of true values of spam messages detected

with all four values is known as accuracy [11].It can be
formulated using (9):

Accuracy = (T P + T N)/(T P + T N + FP + FN) (9)

4) F Measure
It defines the overall performance of the method [13].

It can be defined using (10)

FMeasure = 2 ∗ (Precision)/(Precision + Recall) (10)

The performance evaluation is done based upon the
obtained result of calculation from (7) [2], (8) [10], (9)
[11] and (10) [13].
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Figure 3. Various parameters used for of evaluating performance of
spam message detection techniques

F. Comparison
Lastly, among various parameters involved in calcula-

tion, few or all parameters are considered and comparison
is done based on models and methods used for spam
message detection [9] [13] [22]. Figure 3 represents the
use of various parameters including accuracy, precision,
recall, F score used together or used few in five domains for
evaluating performance of existing spam message detection
techniques. Total of 21 papers are considered for performing
this study. On X-axis of Figure 3, five domains are shown
and on Y-axis number of papers which have used various
parameters for evaluating performance are shown.

It can be observed from Figure 3 that for SMS domain
[2] [10] [11], accuracy parameter is widely used for spam
email detection. Whereas accuracy, precision, recall and F-
measure parameters are majorly used in comparison for
Email spam detection model [3] [13] [23] [50]. Comparison
using precision parameter alone is done for spam tweet
detection [43] and F-measure parameter solely used for
Instagram spam detection [7]. Accuracy, precision and
recall parameters used in comparison for all domains [5]
[9] [32] [36] except Instagram.

MODEL, METHOD AND DOMAIN USED FOR SPAM
MESSAGE DETECTION

Most of the available works on spam message detection
are domain specific. For spam SMS detection, a machine
learning based model using text mining is proposed [41].
In this work, Logistic Regression, K-Nearest Neighbor,
Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree and Naı̈ve Bayes
methods were used for message classification. The proposed
model is compared based on five performance parameters
- accuracy, time to train the model, time of prediction,

accuracy-time ratio (train) and accuracy-time ratio (test). In
another similar work [4], a spam detection on case study of
messages in the Indian region is done by using both classi-
fication and clustering based methods. Separately collected
Indian spam and ham messages were mixed with the regular
SMS spam data-set and performance evaluation is done
between classification and clustering methods. An Email
spam detection model using supervised learning is proposed
by [13]. The model follows a two step methodology to
correctly class Emails as spam or ham. Firstly, classification
is done followed by URL analysis and filtering to correctly
classify an Email. A PSO based Hybrid model presented by
[42] where PSO combined with PEGSOS (primal estimated
sub-gradient solver for SVM) for email spam detection.
Comparison was done later on results in terms of accuracy
by using the hybrid approach against PEGSOS alone. An
integrated approach using Naı̈ve Bayes and K-Means clus-
tering presented by [33] for spam tweet detection. Using
the integrated approach results in better detection rate and
F-measure. Hybrid feature selection model using machine
learning for spam tweet detection is presented in [37].
In this work, a combination of user based, graph based
and content-based features are used for classification. This
resulted in the increase in the accuracy as compared to user,
graph, content-based features alone.
An implementation of a model for Instagram spam detection
using classification is done by [19]. Naı̈ve Bayes classifier
is used over the manually collected Indonesian language
data-set using scrapping technique. An efficient model for
detecting spam reviews using deep learning and machine
learning is proposed in [39]. Whole model is divided into
four phases. In phase-I, data-set acquisition is done, text
preprocessing of data is completed in phase-II. In phase-
III, feature selection is done followed by implementation of
various machine learning and deep learning algorithms in
phase-IV. Also two different data-sets namely – YELP and
Kaggle are used to test the efficiency of the proposed ap-
proach. After reviewing state-of-the-art works, it is observed
that for comparing proposed models for spam detection
in five domains, supervised learning, unsupervised learning
and other models are used. Supervised learning models are
used by [2] [9] [10] [35] [22] for classification.

Unsupervised learning-based model are used by [6]
[10] [34] [41] for clustering. KNN [8] [39], DSA (Den
Stream Algorithm) [6], KMS [34] are mainly used methods
for spam message detection using unsupervised learning
model. Deep learning-based algorithms including ANN
[3], RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) [39], MLP (Multi-
Layer Perceptron) [39], LSTM (Long Short Term Memory)
[9] [32], EDM (Encoder-Decoder Model) [43], and CNN
(Convolutional Neural Network) [39] are used for spam
message detection. However, hybrid models including –
NB-PSO [23], NB-GL (Grey List Filtration) [5], NB-C&H
(Cuckoo and Harmony Search) [24] are preferred for spam
message detection. Further, EM (Ensemble Model) [8], TM
(Transformer Model) [21] and GAN (Generative Adver-
sarial Network) [49] are combined with SVM for spam
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TABLE II. REVIEW OF SPAM DETECTION METHODS AND MODEL USED

MODEL FEATURE

REF NO DOMAIN Supervised

Learning

Unsupervised
Learning Other

[2] Da ✓ NB, RF, LR
[9] Da ✓ SVM, LSTM, DT, NB, KNN, RF, LR
[10] Da ✓ DT, RF, KNN, SVM, LR
[11] Da ✓ NB, SVM
[20] Da ✓ TM
[50] Da ✓ CNN
[3] Db ✓ NB, LR, SVM, ANN
[5] Db ✓ ✓ NB, GL
[13] Db ✓ NB, SVM, DT, RF, KNN
[22] Db ✓ ✓ NB, PSO
[45] Db ✓ ✓ NB,HMM
[49] Db ✓ LSTM
[6] Dc ✓ DSA
[28] Dc ✓ LSTM
[31] Dc ✓ SVM
[34] Dc ✓ NB, J48Classifier, DecorateAlgorithm
[39] Dc ✓ EDM
[7] Dd ✓ ✓ NB, SVM, XGBoost
[19] Dd ✓ K-fold Cross-Validation
[21] Dd ✓ CNB, SVM

[30] Dd ✓ ✓
K-fold CrossValidation,

Clustering, RF
[8] De ✓ ✓ NB, SVM, DT, KNN, LR, EM
[23] De ✓ ✓ NB, C&H
[32] De ✓ ✓ ✓ SVM, KNN, NB, RNN,MLP,CNN
[33] De ✓ RF,SVM,NB
[52] De ✓ DNN

messages detection.

NB [8] [37], SVM [11] [22] [36], DT [8] [9], RF
(Random Forest) [2] [36], LR (Logistic Regression) [2]
[3], J48 Classifier [37] and CNB (Complementary Naı̈ve
Bayes) [22], DNN (Deep Neural Networks) [31] are majorly
used methods for spam message detection using supervised
learning model.

3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 4 represents different models - supervised learn-

ing, unsupervised learning and other models used for spam
message detection. From Figure 4, it is clearly evident that
the supervised learning-based technique for message spam
detection is used mostly. Out of 27, 23 work’s preferred
supervised learning model based methods for spam detec-
tion. However, 6 work’s used unsupervised based models. 7
work’s used other model based methods for spam detection
over messages. Figure 5 summarizes the comparison of
state-of-the art on accuracy achieved for spam message
detection in each of the five domains. For Figure 5 detailed
analysis of message spam detection techniques used in each

domain is as follows:

A. SMS
For SMS spam detection, In [51], CNN is used and

highest accuracy of 99.44% is achieved. Hyper parameters
are tuned to make the model most accurate. [9] used several
word embedding techniques with different algorithms out
of which LSTM results in the accuracy of 98.5%. In [2]
different features sets are used and out of NB, RF & LR,
NB method has optimal performance with accuracy 98.4%.
In [21], a modified TM so used achieved the accuracy of
98.9% by tuning the hyper-parameters. In [11] & [10], SVM
method results in the highest accuracy with 98% & 97.8
% respectively. Different features extraction techniques are
used in both [10] [11].

B. Email
For the Email category, [52] achieved the highest accu-

racy of 99.4% with LSTM model. [13] used NB, SVM,
DT, RF methods are Email spam detection along with
URL filtering techniques, out of which SVM method out-
performed with the accuracy of 97.8%. [50] used several
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Figure 4. Analysis of various models used for spam message
detection

feature selection techniques and a different model i.e.,
Hidden Markov Model and achieved the accuracy of 91.2%.
A NB-PSO based hybrid model is proposed and achieved
an accuracy of 95.5% as compared to traditional methods
[23]. In [5], an integrated approach of NB with Grey list
filter resulted in an accuracy of 97.3%. Out of NB, LR,
SVM and Neural Network, the highest accuracy of 98.6%
achieved with the Neural Network method [3].

C. Twitter
For twitter spam detection, [35] achieved an accuracy of

93% with SVM method by using different feature extraction
methods. DSA methods proposed for spam tweets detection
[6]. Rapid miner tool is used and an accuracy of 99%
with this method is achieved. [32] used compared machine
learning and deep learning based algorithms and LSTM
method with integrated inception layer achieved 95.7%
accuracy. [43] used EDM along with different word em-
bedding techniques and attained the accuracy of 73%. [37]
used different feature selection techniques and J48 classifier
outperformed with an accuracy of 97.6% as compared to
other approaches.

D. Instagram
For Instagram Spam Detection, [34] used a combination

of clustering and K-fold Cross Validation to achieve an
accuracy of 96.2% with RF method by using various feature
selection techniques. [19] used the NB method with K-fold
Cross Validation to achieve an accuracy of 80%. CNB and
SVM methods together used by [22] and SVM method
results are more accurate with 96% accuracy. [7] results
in the accuracy of 96.01% with SVM.

E. Online Review
For Online Review Spam Detection [24] proposed

integrated approach of NB-CH and 91.92% accuracy
was achieved. [39] achieved 96.7% accuracy with LSTM
method, [8] achieved accuracy of 96% with EM. [36]
achieved accuracy of 86.6% using SVM method. In
[20],machine learning and deep learning based algorithms

are compared out of which DNN achieved the accuracy of
92.05%.

The comparison of existing-state-of-the-art on accuracy
of spam message detection in SMS/Email/Twitter/Online
Reviews and Instagram domains is shown in Figure 5. In
Figure 5 , X axis represents the domains of spam message
detection while Y axis represents the accuracy percentage. It
can be observed from Figure 5 that the supervised learning-
based models result in the highest accuracy in SMS [51],
Email [52], Twitter [3], Instagram [34]. Accuracy of 98.4%
using NB for SMS spam detection [2] and accuracy of 80%
using NB for Instagram spam detection [19] represents that
same method can result differently on different domains due
to the change in the data-set. Also, Hybrid methods like -
NB-PSO used for email spam detection [23] with 95.5%
accuracy and NB-C&H used Online review detection [24]
represents that hybrid approaches perform better in terms
of accuracy then the most methods based on supervised and
unsupervised learning models.

Table III presents the comparison of spam message
detection techniques using various parameters. It can be
observed form Table III that NLP based Bag of words and
N-grams techniques are used for feature extraction in all do-
mains [3] [7] [39] [36] except SMS. Word embedding based
Word2Vec taken into consideration for Instagram [7] and
Online review domains [39] but TFIDF/Hashing is mostly
used in all domains as feature extraction in spam detection
[2] [9] [3] [10] [22] [24]. Various researchers preferred
GloVE for feature extraction for SMS [21] and Twitter
domains [32] [43]. It can also be observed that for Instagram
spam detection [19] and Online review spam detection [8],
confusion matrix is used for feature extraction. Word cloud
[11] and genism package [13] found their use as feature
extraction in SMS and Email spam detection respectively.
Further form Table III, it can be observed that SVM is the
mostly used method for spam message detection [13] [21]
[22] [35].Further, from Figure 4 it is clear that unsupervised
learning-based model and other model, are less preferred for
spam message detection.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
After comprehensively analyzing the selected state-of-

the-art, several research findings and conclusions are made.
It is concluded that the majority of work’s preferred manual
collection of datasets for spam message detection. For
text preprocessing, NLP is a widely used technique. Also,
TFIDF is mostly used technique for feature extraction in
all five domains. It can be concluded that, for spam SMS
detection models, the accuracy ranges between 97 % - 100
%. Also, the preferred dataset in this category is mostly
preferred from Kaggle [2] [21] [11]. The accuracy for
Email spam detection techniques ranges between 91% -
100%. The accuracy for spam tweet detection techniques
ranges between 72% - 99%. However, the accuracy of
proposed methods for Instagram spam detection model
ranges between 80% -97% and the accuracy for Online
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Figure 5. Analysis of various models used for spam message detection

Review Spam Detection model ranges between 85% -
97%.Further, it is concluded that, DSA outperform with
99% accuracy for spam tweet detection [6] represents that
unsupervised learning models are efficient and can be used
for other domains. The supervised learning such as SVM
based spam message detection approaches can be followed
and results best in terms of accuracy for spam message
detection. Some evolutionary computing based methods
such as Genetic Algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization,
Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm and some other
methods like Generative Adversarial Networks, Negative
Selection Algorithm and many more. and hybrid approaches
find their application in spam message detection in future.
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